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THI-SHOW TRANSCRIPT 2023-11-09 

 

WE WEREN’T BORN TO FOLLOW 

 

The main show - https://thi-show.com/  

 

The links to previous shows - https://thi-show.com/archive/  

 

Link to the bookstore - https://thi-show.com/bookstore/  

 

Link to the BP website - https://thenewblueprintforhumanity.org/  

 

Link to the Communal Gatherings - https://thinkdifferent.thepeoplesclub.org/  

 

Link to our 501C3 charity - https://thepeoplesclub.org/ Tik Tok address - @thi_show_com 

 

Telegram address - https://t.me/THI_Show 

 

Twitter link - #newblueprintforhumanity 

 

 

 

BLUEPRINT ACTION GROUP REPORT FOR WEEK ENDING THE 5TH OF NOVEMBER 2023 

 

In the month of October the garden group discussed the war on weeds, which is being engaged in by 

governments in Canada and the US, on both public and private lands. One member had his compost 

poisoned by a contractor who was hired by the local municipality. The offending compost pile was close to 

the roadside and had weeds growing on it. The contractor was informed that they were spraying toxic 

substances on private property against the owner’s wishes and also that they were using the chemicals 

incorrectly and therefore poisoning themselves in the process. The contractor left and returned later to 

resume spraying the herbicides when the owner was not home. Self-proclaimed experts on agriculture have 

made all weeds public enemy number one. This has contributed to the depletion of soil everywhere, 

because bare earth causes the soil biome to be sterilized by the sun and starved out with no rotting 

vegetation to feed on. This creates a need for chemical fertilizers, which cause further damage to the soil. 

Governments in most areas maintain a hit list of what they deem to be invasive, noxious and alien species 

and they have weed control Acts. A considerable amount of time and taxpayer funds are invested in 

eradicating plants that have been essentially outlawed. For example, a Northern Municipality of British 

Columbia, Canada has a page on its website titled: Invasive plants mandate. It states that, the management 

program protects our range and timber lands for the economic and environmental benefit of everyone. The 
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classic we are protecting you line, when it is just a shekel making program. Activities undertaken within 

this mandate include: Coordinating and cooperating with public and private organizations to ensure 

effective and acceptable invasive plant control measures are carried out. Conducting on-the-ground 

treatments of invasive plants chemically, biologically, mechanically or culturally. Providing a Landowner 

Assistance Program to assist landowners to control invasive plants on their property. Raising awareness 

about invasive plants and the problem they create through public education. Enforcing invasive plant 

management regulations with bylaws. Maintaining a GIS-based mapping system relative to areas infested 

with invasive plants. Upon examination of a list of invasive, noxious and alien species, there are numerous 

plants that are food, medicine or useful in some other way. 

 

 

 

The list Includes: 

 

Burdock – Medicine 

 

Shepherd’s Purse – Medicine 

 

Lambs Quarters – Food 

 

Chicory – Food 

 

European Hawthorn – Food 

 

Foxglove – Medicine 

 

St John’s Wort – Medicine 

 

Common Mallow – Medicine 

 

Pineapple weed – Medicine 

 

White Mulberry – food and medicine 

 

Plantain – Medicine 

 

Bouncing Bet – Medicine 

 

Chickweed – food 
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Tansy – medicine & Household Use 

 

Field Pennycress – Medicine, and a source of oil for bio fuel 

 

Coltsfoot – medicine 

 

Great Mullein – medicine 

 

This is only part of a long list. 

 

 

 

Have we defined weeds? The purpose of all wild plants should be reviewed and understood on a case-by-

case basis. Many alleged weeds clean the soil and keep it healthy through their root systems. The 

traditional idea that weeds steal nutrients from garden plants is often incorrect, and in many cases, weeds 

help garden plants. There are some plants that overgrow and become problematic in areas in the South, but 

the same plants never get large enough to be a nuisance in the colder North and at High Altitudes. What 

right do we have to decide which plants are allowed to exist? How can any plant be considered alien if it is 

from this planet? Governments are running programs to eradicate wild food and medicine, while damaging 

the soil and creating dependency on expensive fertilizers and herbicides. It is an anti-life program that 

poisons the earth and the people. The TPC Gardening and Non-GMO Food Communal Gathering continue 

to meet weekly on Saturday Mornings at 9.00 am M.S.T. The zoom link can be found in the Community 

Gatherings Forum under the Gardening CG Zoom Link Topic. 

 

BOOKS: BOOK TEAM REPORT FOR 2 NOVEMBER 2023 The German translator has contacted her 

proofreader and the translation work done has been improved, including a decision on the title translation 

for From His Story to Our Story. The Romanian Blueprint email template is available for use by our team. 

The Bulgarian Blueprint folder now contains the digital versions and a cover image for the website, plus 

the PDF with front and back cover, in both A4 and US letter formats. Also, an advertising meme has been 

created. The Consent and the Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine booklet bases have been sent to the 

Bulgarian translator, and the Consent Booklet is now translated and formatted as a PDF in A4 size and has 

been made available to the website team. The Hebrew Blueprint email letter is now available for use, and 

the digital versions of the Hebrew Blueprint are in the formatting process. The Consent booklet base has 

been sent to the German translator and is now translated and formatted to PDF. It is currently being 

reviewed in preparation to send to the website team. The Volume 1 base of From His Story to Our Story 

has been sent to the French translator, as well as the cover text, keywords, and the description for the 

website. Initial formatting is done on the From His Story to Our Story Volume 1 German version and has 

been sent to the translator for additional translation and verification. The Polish translator has begun 
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translating meme text for the media team. From His Story to Our Story Volume 3 has had its full initial 

edit and is being reviewed for accuracy before the formatting and publication process is begun. 

 

OVERVIEW OF BOOK TEAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS TO DATE. The From His Story to Our Story 

Series involves processes that start with initial clean-up edit of the original transcripts for each book, 

removing unwanted formatting, correcting typos, streamlining the language for readability, and preparing a 

base document from which the various formats will be drawn. Next, proofreaders go through and add 

corrections, suggestions, and questions. Then, the changes are reviewed by Thomas Williams and 

questions answered, which may lead to modifications of the base document. Once the base is ready, it is 

formatted for digital, PDF, and paperback versions, each with its own styling requirements. The back text 

is written and approved. The front cover is produced with the image and text style provided thanks to the 

work of the original designer, David Kirinčič. This is amalgamated with the digital and PDF versions and a 

copy created for the website team book page. The ISBN and barcode are purchased. The full cover for the 

paperback is created to the sizing specified by the publishing company, with the chosen text and the 

barcode added. A short text is prepared for the website book page and the publishing company. Keywords 

are chosen for the publishing company. The ISBN is added to the paperback main document and the 

document and cover are uploaded to the publishing company and, once that process is completed, the book 

is live for sale. The web team is notified of publication and prepares the book page with link to the sale 

page, as well as a free digital package that includes PDF, ePub, Kindle, and an instruction sheet for the 

package. The media team makes advertising memes and videos. Once the English version is completed, 

the entire process is repeated for translated versions. 

 

From His Story to Our Story Volume 1 has been translated into Bulgarian, Dutch, Hebrew, and Polish. 

German and French translations are in progress. From His Story to Our Story Volume 2 Bulgarian 

translation is in progress. The New Blueprint for Humanity, which goes through a similar procedure, has 

been published in English, in all formats. PDFs of the Blueprint have been translated and made available 

on the website in French, Hebrew, Polish, and Romanian. A Bulgarian version is ready and will soon be on 

the site, and a German version is almost complete. Digital versions are prepared and may be added to the 

website in future. The Consent booklet has been produced as a PDF for the THInk Different website in 

English and French. Bulgarian and German versions will soon be available there as well. For technical 

reasons, the original Consent booklet template could not be used for the translations; so, an entirely new 

design was produced. The Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine booklet were designed and written, 

taking inspiration and text from a THI show. This is also on the THInk Different website in English and 

French. The Bulgarian version is being translated currently. To date, memes and videos for the media team 

and youth team have been created and translated into Hebrew, French, Dutch, and Polish. Much thanks go 

out to the translation team for the daunting task of the initial work, the many extras that need to be 

translated, and the multiple rounds of proofreading required to ensure accuracy after changes by the 

unilingual Anglo formatter. 
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An update for Volume 3 which was almost ready, I had a brainstorm and risked getting an ass kicking from 

the book team. But, Cosmic Genetics is not a part of the FHSTOS series, although it certainly aligns with 

it. I decided to go another path and a new series of books called the ET series. The first volume of which 

will be the Events that changed the world shows, that was in 3 parts to be Volume 1 of the ET series books. 

Volume 2 will be the Cosmic Genetics series. Work is underway for Volume 3 of FHSTOS, with show part 

8b the Black Sun, show part 9 with the control structure and evidence of the fall of the white race and 

FHSTOS Plus 1 called World Hegemony will make up Volume 3. Volume 3 is in the final stages now 

before being published in English and should be available soon. 

 

RESEARCH TEAM: The Research Team is developing a reporting team to provide influencer names with 

street addresses for mailing the Blueprint books out, also names with email addresses for sending pdf 

copies of the Blueprint, and social media links to send a link to the Blueprint website. The mailing and e-

mail options are the preferred and active approaches.  The social media option is under development. The 

effort of the Research Team is focused on filling in the holes in the influencer spreadsheet, beginning with 

the names that do not have any contact information.  We are being helped by volunteers who can spend an 

hour a week aiding us. Social media is expanding to include Instagram, which adds to Twitter/X and 

Linked-in references. We are actively looking for additional influencers to expand our list, so our 

contacting efforts may grow. We have released the web team to e-mail the Blueprint to the 13 Canadian 

Provincial Premiers and we have a list of 61 names for mailing the book and future release to the web 

team. 

 

The following are the emails being sent to the Canadian Premiers: 

 

Doug Ford, Ontario 

 

François Legault, Québec 

 

Tim Houston, Nova Scotia 

 

Blaine Higgs, New Brunswick 

 

Wab Kinew, Manitoba 

 

David Eby, British Columbia 

 

Dennis King, Prince Edward Island 

 

Scott Moe, Saskatchewan 
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Danielle Smith, Alberta 

 

Andrew Furey, Newfoundland, and Labrador 

 

Caroline Cochrane, Northwest Territories (New election November 11, 2023) 

 

Ranj Pillai, Yukon 

 

P.J. Akeeagok, Nunavut 

 

 

 

An update on the sending of the Blueprint books that went out this week to the following: 

 

Joe Rogan – show host 

 

Rob Dew – connected to Infowars 

 

Tim Scott – politician. 

 

Steve Marshall – Attorney General 

 

Kris Mayes – Attorney General 

 

Tim Griffin – Attorney General 

 

Chris Carr – Attorney General 

 

Kris W. Kobach – Attorney General. 

 

 

 

Influencer names who were sent the pdf: 

 

Scott Moe 

 

Wab Kinew 

 

Danielle Smith 
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Andrew Furey 

 

Tim Houston 

 

Denis King 

 

Blaine Higgs 

 

Francoise Legault 

 

Doug Ford 

 

Caroline Cochrane 

 

Ranj Pillai 

 

David Eby 

 

P J Akeeagok 

 

 

 

MEDIA TEAM REPORT: The media team are more focused on aiding the research team right now. We are 

collecting Instagram and twitter handles to fill in gaps in the data base. We are also following the 

influencers so we can see their posts in our feeds, which aids us to leave some comments on suitable posts, 

without having to go search for them. We need to make a system suitable for us, because there are only a 

few of us on the team and we will have the responsibility of sending PDF’s/links on social. The same 

approach to sending the pdfs or contact, does not work for everyone and people do not necessarily open 

what is sent. So, options for correspondence are necessary. Planting the seeds so they see and feel the 

frequency of the Blueprint is important. The approach needs to match what they are posting. So, it must be 

done one by one for that reason and because “mass mailing” cannot be done on social media unless the app 

(e.g., Instagram) allows a group to be set up (by individual invitations to join) so all in the group get the 

message. This works by sending an invitation is through a group and is more highlighted than personal 

messages. This might be something we could look at doing later if needed. We decided that leaving up to 

five relevant comments within in a week is doable, as we can monitor these for any interaction they 

received. We also hope that they encourage those that may like or reply to our comment to then come and 

follow us. We are also using our own profiles to leave comments that include the website, the new 

blueprint for humanity, this can aid the website getting noticed by commentors as well. We decided to open 
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a LinkedIn profile for the Blueprint as this is a more professional way to send out the pdf. Those that do 

not have an email, mailing address or LinkedIn will then be the remainder of the list, that we can then send 

pdf to in the future. We also discussed how that might happen and thought a smaller version of the cover 

letter with a link to the pdf, might be more suitable for social media. We will discuss all the above with the 

research team and then take it from there. We are now putting out shorts on the you tube channel to fill in 

gaps between shows and make use of the videos, as they are easier to share from you tube and take up less 

room in our mewe files that way. It also is a way to use the Tik Tok videos on another platform. Shorts get 

seen by everyone not just your own followers and can aid us attracting in new members on the channel and 

therefore lead them to view the blueprint shows and THI shows. 

 

YOUTH WEBSITE: Youth Team report 11/02/2023 The team focused on tying down the suggested five 

solutions that will serve as an introduction to the blueprint for the youth. Those five solutions are: 

 

1. Food, Permaculture, Gardening, etc.  

 

2. Law and Consent  

 

3. Housing and Job Security Solution  

 

4. Climate Change Positive Focus: “Respect for the Environment and Sustainable Living.” 

 

5. Gender, Integrating the Divine Feminine and Divine Masculine and Race. 

 

We were joined by a member from the web team and they proposed an outline of the things would like to 

see prepared; this gave the team a useful structure to work with and then prepare the information. Stage 1 

of the website development is content in the form of articles and videos to engage visitors at the site. Leave 

them wanting more. Websites are modern communication. It must be more than links to other sites. As we 

are a small team it was suggested to invite members that may have knowledge to join us. We were 

delighted that Rochelle was happy to take on the Gender and Integrating the Divine Feminine and 

Masculine solution. Susan had prepared two videos for the group – one was the golden rule of law and the 

other one was the guardians. These were short intro into law and what it means to be a guardian, Roger 

wrote the script for the videos. The team was happy for them to be used as a preface to the solutions, as a 

more eye-catching way to attract youth and engage them to read more. The team felt a reasonable time 

frame to have this achieved was the end of January 2024. 

 

WEB TEAM: Web team update November 2nd Sharing options have been added to all show pages at thi-

show.com; you can find them at the bottom of each show page, under the table with the songs list. If you 

would like to include the link for any of the THI shows in other content, such as description text or more 

detailed notes to share with friends, then you can copy the show's link in the browser's address field and 
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paste where required. These sharing options were created in response to a member's request, so if there are 

other improvements or features, we should offer, then please let us know. For our new members, but also 

for existing ones should they want to listen again, we have recreated the popular and most helpful Must 

Listen series. On our YouTube account some episodes have been removed from the Must Listen playlist 

due to censorship, so we recreated this show listing on our website making sure it is complete and includes 

all must listen shows. You can find it at tinyurl.com/thi-show-timelines; please share the link with your 

friends and truth seekers out there. The only shows not yet listed on the show timelines are new shows 

(which are not yet 90 days); for access to the latest THI shows and their transcripts, please see our 

membership options at thi-show.com/membership. The Common-Sense membership is a popular choice 

thanks to the monthly Zoom with Thomas and other Common-Sense members. All show transcripts over 

90 days are free for anyone with a registered account, so join us on the journey at thi-show.com! 

 

OPEN DISCUSSION TOPICS AND QUESTIONS We had a great discussion covering ideas on how to 

improve and how we might achieve that. Suggestion was given on how to reach more people through our 

you tube channel. The following was suggested and will be implemented in the coming weeks: A proposed 

task force zoom call meeting for the purpose of boosting likes and shares on selected videos. Take for 

example the common sense zoom call… one of its draws is the shared conversation and interacting with 

friends. A task force meeting would integrate this factor with the power of multiplication. If 29 people 

attend a task force zoom and each of them share a specific video with each of the other 28 participants, this 

would be 29 by 28, or 812 shares. Each member could share the video with an additional list of friends and 

family that they bring from outside. Each participant gives the video a thumbs-up of course. If this is done 

for 6 -11 selected videos for example, the number of likes and shares is at minimum 4,872 to 8,932. This is 

counting only those in the zoom sharing to each other, not counting any additional friends and family lists. 

If this task force meets once per week for a 30-minute power session, the volume of likes and shares 

needed to make a dent in algorithms becomes achievable. This also reduces the number of times the 

redundant plea for likes and shares in chats and live on shows is needed. Once the videos begin to appear 

as suggestions to random individuals, Ovi’s suggested uniform thumbnail template graphics, will help 

anyone interested to find the content again by identifying it more easily. During the task force zoom, the 

shared conversation on any topic in the atmosphere of a group meet-up, makes the situation a win-win for 

all involved including THI content. Why is this needed: In truth we have a lot of obstacles to overcome as 

our content is so diverse, a brand-new truth takes time to be absorbed into the collective consciousness. 

Working together to boost our algorithms on social media is part of the process of being seen. It is just one 

part of the all, and indeed it is part of playing in their world until it is time to play in ours. We ask that you 

partake in an exercise in any small way that you can, that is part of your power to change the narrative, the 

power of multiplication, which then creates a world we all want to live in. 

 

IN OVERVIEW: This week’s zoom was a high energetic wave of creativity, joy and expression of ideas 

that will now begin to be implemented by all the teams involved. It was very apparent during the zoom, the 

measure of growth and confidence that has begun to emerge now within the structure of how we interact 
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with each other, and indeed have grown enough to communicate without prejudice or judgement. 

Indicative of a safe environment and becoming comfortable with each other. The ability to take another’s 

critique in the manner of how it serves the all, instead of taking it personally is part of the true growth of 

self, that then develops a broader expansion of each teams’ own talents and creative expressions. We have 

spent so many years from birth being compared to a fake and programmed society. We all dimmed our 

beacons of light and retreated into a place of safety, creating sanctuaries that divided us from each other 

and led to insecurities and self-doubt. In THI we began the process of stripping back the layers and 

uncovering our true selves. For many that has been painful at times, but we had the support and the trust 

within the groups to be able to share those fears, which then began the transmutation process of returning 

to the heart. Those of us that decided to be seen again are now in the process of another transformation, a 

very important one for the future of humanity. Working together with the blueprint teams is more than it 

may appear, it is not just about trying to spread the word, it is indeed becoming the word, embracing the 

whole process of first being comfortable with vulnerability and trusting enough of those within your circle 

to be whatever you are on any given day. No one expects perfection, none of us expects the other to do 

what they are not ready to do, but we do see differently. We see the potential that lies beneath, and we 

rejoice in joy as we watch that unfold in our members and our groups. We all have taken the leap of faith, 

will you? LEAP OF FAITH 

 

WHAT IS HUMAN Part 3: The gist of these pieces in the last few weeks is, to determine do people really 

understand what is human? To be human. But in the original run of these pieces 3-4 years ago I said, no 

matter which level, label, box, country, awake or asleep, wealth or not status you reside in, all levels really 

have no discernable difference from anyone else, in terms of actions at very least. This disturbed some 

listeners and garnered a negative reaction; some felt the show wasn't upbeat or positive enough and was 

declared an overly negative view of humanity. I am used to the projections back by now as the triggers 

within the show have alarmed some, but my response then was. This show is not entertainment, it is real 

life, it is reality and it will not be sugar coated, because some won't face reality.  We all have to face reality, 

no one can genuinely dispute or put a counter argument up against parts 1 and 2, as deep down we all 

know it is true. Once we all accept that fact, which then recognizes we have a problem, currently that 

problem is always someone else's issue, then we can come up with solutions to correcting the problem, you 

can't fix a problem fully with parts missing. There is a common theme that has been used by us all in the 

alt media, to put up the control system as a pyramid with various entities on the upper levels, and we the 

people are the foundation of the pyramid. Which is largely true, but factor in that, people from all the 

levels to the top are all by and large came from the same foundation. That is not something some want to 

hear, as it is far easy to say they came from a privileged or different background, plus the fact I wouldn’t 

call being born a Rothschild a privilege, more like a burden. But let’s look at the pyramid from a different 

angle or perspective, like looking in the mirror as the third person, place the pyramid on the floor, then add 

a piece of wood, that is equal both sides on top of the pyramid. That pyramid is now the fulcrum of a see 

saw, we the people on one end, the control system on the other, which way does the see saw go? Well 

currently although not as much now, the see saw end with the people on, is tipped on the floor which puts 
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the control system above us. How is that corrected? it is corrected by those at the bottom lifting themselves 

up and rising up the plank towards the fulcrum, the pyramid, which is exactly how the pyramid was 

created. The key then is, is the climb up with a different perspective and ideals, or down and join them and 

become the system, or change you and become part of something bigger than yourself. All of us have been 

lied to and all lie to each other, all or most of the key aspect of his story is false. We either "see" in the 

mirror, or follow the illusion in the mirror, the latter of which has failed repeatedly. Some are all too 

content to focus on the reflection and the subsequent deflection, and not introspection, which is what is 

required by all, that includes me. Shadow and inner work cannot be fixed by fake online "spiritualists" or 

new age bullshitters, they cannot do that for you, only you can do that. Doing it for you is following the 

illusion path, hundreds of dollars later you are back where you started, just like a loop. It’s a tough process, 

but it brings many rewards that far outweigh pieces of paper. There is a beginning to it, most refuse(d) to 

face the beginning initially, but there is no end, do your waves flow fairly evenly or slosh about wildly? 

and that is where the 45-55 comes in nicely. The head in the sand approach does and will not work, 

otherwise we would have a much better world. The message was, we are no different to anyone else, we all 

have to step up, awake, asleep, minions and families, we were taken on a one way ride to a point of no 

return, too few are fully yet to grasp. 2012 was our cut off, the end and many worked hard to get us a final 

chance to be different. But you can only do that by being honest with the self, you can only be honest and 

also humble within the self, if the self is at peace and levels of mastery attained. Issues will always crop up 

and those issue are lessons to show where you still need more work. 

 

People ask for sovereignty again without defining what it is or entails. Sovereignty is about holding your 

own space, not allowing others to run it for you, which means personal responsibility. This is a comment 

from one of the members, “Let it go” is a term we use frequently in my practice, open the mind to all 

possibility, mind is infinite, there are no limitations only those self-imposed. That is at the essence of 

Aikido, let go, become one with source, have vision, become the kind of human you choose to be. Build 

the life and society you choose, based on a foundation of love and protect all creation, help all things grow 

and develop, we have our work cut out! The key is to put that practice to work and gain mastery, it always 

disturbs me that they called the doctors work center a practice, a practice is for the non-learned is it not, all 

in the words. We are all still learning, that is called progression, the old learning ways was stagnation, it 

was designed that way. If you stagnate on linear time, you go backwards, on vertical time you appear to 

stand still, but you are climbing. Most people currently operate on linear time, but like the see saw analogy 

the key is to climb, not stagnate. Very soon in fact in some aspects it is already underway, humanity will 

face their very own D Day and their version of the Dunkirk landing, were we come out of the sea, having 

been declared dead at sea under the maritime law. The sea with all its fury surrounded by a mist of fog, so 

no one could even see the beach, never mind landing on it, that fog is now clearing rapidly for many, and 

the beach is in sight and reach. Once you have achieved that and are now out of the sea and away from all 

the sloshing about of the waves, endlessly tossing and turning, frothing at the beach edge, undecided 

whether to land or go back into the sea of illusion with the masses. You will run a new gauntlet up the 

beach, will you avoid that by putting your head in the sand and subsequently be washed out to sea again? 
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Or plough forward regardless? but running up the steep and hazardous beach with people firing at you, not 

with guns or bombs, but with words, lies and projections thrown at you, all designed to pull you back into 

the swirling frothing mass of the sea. Once at the top of the beach or the fulcrum, you then have another 

test, do you sail down the other side and join the hidden hand of darkness in the pit? or do you become the 

non-hidden hand and reach out and pull others out of the sea of discontent? Some will say you can't reach 

the people from the top of the beach, I will say not on your own you can't, but if you use your imagination, 

you will join hands with others on the beach and form a chain to reach your goal. Whether you are on the 

land or the sea we are creating a new blueprint of what it means to be human, all other attempts failed, 

because they repeated the same process. When the we becomes the I on the internal, and the I becomes the 

we on the external, the path of the sword is forged, we all fell for the sickness - that is why the word is 

called ILL usion, because we all became sick on it. 

 

We have an opportunity to forge our own path for the first time in history, without interference, do we like 

our current image? labeled as savages by some, labeled as low intelligence by others, is that what we wish 

to be labeled by? or will the collective stand up and finally take some responsibility of the mess this world 

is in? come together and forge a better path? THI has been on a journey of correcting the past ills and 

exposing the hidden world, too few could see and even less believed. What made us different is, we 

pointed the fingers not just at those who hurt, controlled or damaged us, but at the mirror and back toward 

us and what our role was in it. I am overall pleased at how many of you in the group have embraced the 

message, and gone onto making better changes in your life and those around you. It is arduous I know that 

more than you all, truth comes at a very heavy cost to those delivering it on this planet, and the least 

anyone can do is support those who are, yet we see several examples of those mired in their own mess, 

projecting it onto others. Many of you have took up the mantle and changed yourself, your outlook and 

your own image and some have gone onto helping others to do the same. Many have written to me and 

said their whole lives have changed since being in THI, people from all over the world who have never 

met me, all stating the show turned their life around, and yet we have all been targeted for doing so, why is 

that? is that being human? They target us not because we are weak, but because we are strong, never forget 

that. They target us not because we have external strength, but inner strength, never forget that. They target 

us not because we are stupid, but because we have more intelligence than them, never forget that. They 

target us not because we don't care, but because we do, never forget that. They target us not because we 

have low vibration, but a higher vibration, never forget that. Remember where you were, head and heart 

wise before THI, and see and feel your own development, no low vibration person can take that away from 

you, never forget that either. I brought forward a vision of how to be, but you delivered it and the low 

vibrational people can’t take that away from you either. They are lost and stuck in their own world and 

their program has ran out. They have no idea what to do, so they revert back to type, of those who created 

the image for them. The hu in human has three meanings higher universal, the Sumerian Anunnaki term hu 

means serpent, in Sanskrit it means dragon, which is it to be humanity? dragon man? serpent man 

worshipped by the Cat holic church or Higher Universal man, the choice now rests solely in all of your 

hands, which of the three you become. No masks to hide behind, no cabal of any note, no Illuminati either, 
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the ET's or NT's groups here are largely mute now as well. Cloaked technologies destroyed or revealed, no 

psychotic AI, no simulation, the matrix falling apart and the top order on this planet decimated down to a 

relative few psychopaths. Only fear, threats and a lack of responsibility keeps the illusion that the old order 

is still in control, the reality is, they are not. New frequencies coming in and dispersing globally, divine 

feminine restored and key anchor points around the world now to prevent the harvesting. The media junta 

now being stripped bare for their lies, the medical industry also. Politicians being called on their 

responsibilities. Militaries and Agencies being exposed more now than ever. And the great “Jewish” 

problem now being seen globally. The black sun has a metaphysical component not a physical, though it 

can be re-created physical by "eclipses" The black sun due to not being "seen" could also be symbolic of 

Sirius B sun or as I suspect it is the black hole, the technology version. So we have meta-

physical/world/verse - getting it now? A 2D reality and devolution, with is computer based, just like the AI 

sky god. The world of the machine, a fake humanity just like the "greys". Decided they wanted to be 

different than what Source gave them and paid the price. They are now reduced in many cases into being 

soulless beings not capable of operating without the operating system, all courtesy of genetic meddling. 

Interfering with source is not a smart move to make, sex change people really need to understand that also, 

hence people have to understand more, of what is human and what is not. We live in world of wizards, 

dark magicians, fakery and illusion, due to our own lack of personal responsibility. Like I have said, I 

didn’t ruin anything, I just shattered peoples illusions, some of them we also created for ourselves. Fake 

relationships, fake facades, fake masks personal and medical and fake happiness. All manmade they said, 

no, all off world made and we adapted it. They told us, we will make man in our image. But why do we 

have to fall for it? Are we that easy to manipulate? Seems so. All done over time in the word meme fashion 

called totalit-arian creep. They created your belief system instead of you creating it, because HU-manity 

became lazy. The FHSTOS Plus 22 showed how much humanity including the white race fell and whether 

people like it or not, the white race were the standard bearers back then, but we stopped listening. Does the 

mind wipes have a part in all of that? Yes, but people mind wipe themselves do they not? By ignoring 

trauma, alters, ego and narcissistic behaviors to cover/mask/wipe themselves, or so they think. Did it 

work? It worked as well as a one-legged man in an ass kicking contest. The Cosmic Genetic series 

revealed much about ourselves on a massive scale, have we embraced and integrated that yet? What it 

revealed was, we are the codes, the genetic blueprint, the gods, the stargates and so much more, if we get 

out of our own way. Quit the fear and dance in the love vibe and stay there. Quit the mind-memery and 

operate in and of the heart. Quit the limitation and little me programs and become the beacon of light you 

were always meant to be. Recognize the wonderful gift you have been given, life, in an extraordinary 

vessel and timeline. A spark of the creator, that’s being creative, operating with personal responsibility to 

and with the benefit of the all. The mind will always lead you astray, argue with you, create self-doubt and 

torment you. The heart is the barometer, the adjudicator of frequency, vibration and love, but will you 

listen to it? If you do, all you have to do then is, follow your heart. FOLLOW YOUR HEART 

 

 


